CHAPTER 8

FIRE

Article

1. Fire Hazards, Prevention.
   a) General Provisions. 8-1-1 to 8-1-13.
   8-1-14 to 8-1-17. Reserved.
   b) Administration of Law. 8-1-18 to 8-1-22.
   8-1-23 to 8-1-26. Reserved.
   c) Particular Hazards. 8-1-27 to 8-1-53.
   8-1-54 to 8-1-57. Reserved.
   d) Violations; Penalty. 8-1-58.

2. Fires. 8-2-1 to 8-2-15.

3. Fire Alarms. 8-3-1 to 8-3-34.

ARTICLE 1

FIRE HAZARDS, PREVENTION

(a) GENERAL PROVISIONS

Section

8-1-1 Terms; defined.
8-1-2 Same; approved devices, materials.
8-1-3 Same; bureau of fire prevention.
8-1-4 Same; chief of bureau of fire prevention.
8-1-5 Same; chief of fire department.
8-1-6 Same; corporation counsel.
8-1-7 Same; fire limits.
8-1-8 Same; fire prevention code.
8-1-9 Same; municipality.
8-1-10 Same; terms in standard codes.
8-1-11 Article; application.
8-1-12 Repealed.
8-1-13 Buildings, structures; fire hazards; generally.
8-1-14 to Reserved.
8-1-17

(b) ADMINISTRATION OF LAW

8-1-18 Article; enforcement; fire chief.
8-1-19  Removal of hazardous conditions; order, compliance.
8-1-20  Permits; inspections; tests.
8-1-21  Article; modification.
8-1-22  Appeals; requirements.
8-1-23 to  Reserved.
8-1-26

(c) PARTICULAR HAZARDS

8-1-27  Explosive blasting agents; manufacture; storage.
8-1-28  Same; loose state; lighting.
8-1-29  Fireworks; sale; possession for sale; gift; use.
8-1-30  Same; definitions.
8-1-31  Same; permissible list; additions to.
8-1-32  Toy revolvers; blank cartridges; sale.
8-1-33  Fireworks; toy revolvers; blank cartridges; possession.
8-1-34  Fireworks; explosives; throwing.
8-1-35  Fireworks; exhibitions; display; permit.
8-1-36  Same; sale; samples.
8-1-37  Flammable liquids, liquefied petroleum gases; ammonia; aboveground storage.
8-1-38  Same; zoning districts.
8-1-39  Same; railroad tank cars.
8-1-40  Flammable liquids; tank motor vehicles; discharging.
8-1-41  Crankcase drainings; storage.
8-1-42  Same; flammable, combustible liquids; dumping.
8-1-43  Chimneys; flues; fireplaces; maintenance.
8-1-44  Stoves; fireplaces; furnaces; location; shielding.
8-1-45  Homemade stoves; restrictions.
8-1-46  Burning; restrictions.
8-1-47  Gasoline, hydrocarbons; pools, pouring, leaks.
8-1-48  Repealed.
8-1-49  Repealed.
8-1-50  Repealed.
8-1-51  Same; hearing; notice.
8-1-52  Same; special exception; expiration.
8-1-53  Same; building permit; certificate of occupancy.
8-1-54 to  Reserved.
8-1-57

(d) VIOLATIONS; PENALTY

8-1-58  Violations; penalty.
Nebraska Statutes

For statutory provisions on city fire prevention regulations, see R.R.S. § 16-222; for provisions on city regulation of discharge of fireworks, see R.R.S. § 16-227; for provisions on explosives control, see R.R.S. § 28-1213 et seq.; for provisions on fireworks, see R.R.S. § 28-1241 et seq.

(a) GENERAL PROVISIONS

8-1-1. Terms; defined.
For the purposes of this Article, certain terms (in addition to those defined in the standard codes, or parts thereof, adopted in this Article) are hereby defined as follows.

8-1-2. Same; approved devices, materials.
The term “approved devices, materials” means devices or materials acceptable to the Fire Chief by reason of having been tested and examined by him or her or by some recognized testing laboratory and found to be proper.

8-1-3. Same; bureau of fire prevention.
The term “bureau of fire prevention” means the Fire Department.

8-1-4. Same; chief of bureau of fire prevention.
The term “chief of bureau of fire prevention” means the Fire Chief.

8-1-5. Same; chief of fire department.
The term “chief of fire department” means the Fire Chief.

8-1-6. Same; corporation counsel.
The term “corporation counsel” means the City Attorney.

8-1-7. Same; fire limits.
The term “Fire Limits” means the Fire Limits as defined in Chapter 4.

8-1-8. Same; fire prevention code.
The term “fire prevention code” means the provisions of the standard code or codes adopted in this Article.

8-1-9. Same; municipality.
The term “municipality” means the City of Scottsbluff, Nebraska.

8-1-10. Same; terms in standard codes.
The definitions of terms contained in the standard codes and parts thereof adopted in this Article shall apply throughout this Article, except as otherwise clearly indicated in this Article.

8-1-11. Article; application.
The provisions of this Article shall be controlling within the corporate limits of the City, except as
otherwise clearly provided herein. All of the requirements and restrictions prescribed by this Article are minimum requirements or restrictions. If greater requirements or restrictions are imposed in any other Chapter, such greater requirements or restrictions shall control. (Ord. 1895, 1971; Ord. 1116)

It is hereby made the duty of every owner and every occupant of any building or structure within the City to keep and preserve the same from all known danger of fire. (Ord. 2289, 1977; Ord. 1116)

8-1-14 to 8-1-17. Reserved.

(b) ADMINISTRATION OF LAW

8-1-18. Article; enforcement; Fire Chief.
It shall be the duty of the Fire Chief, personally or through his or her authorized subordinates, to enforce the provisions of this Article. (Ord. 2289, 1977; Ord. 1895, 1971; Ord. 1116)

8-1-19. Removal of hazardous conditions; order; compliance.
An order by the Fire Chief, or other officer, member or inspector of the Fire Department to remove or remedy dangerous or hazardous conditions or materials as provided by the Fire Prevention Code shall be complied with by the person responsible for the conditions or materials within twenty-four (24) hours after service of the order as provided by the Fire Prevention Code, or within such longer reasonable time as the order shall specify. (Ord. 1895, 1971; Ord. 1116)

8-1-20. Permits; inspections; tests.
Before permits are issued, the Fire Chief shall make or cause to be made such inspections or tests as are necessary to assure that the provisions of this Article are complied with. (Ord. 1895, 1971; Ord. 1116)

8-1-21. Article; modification.
The Fire Chief shall have power to modify any of the provisions of this Article upon application in writing by the owner or lessee, or his or her duly authorized agent, when there are practical difficulties in the way of carrying out the strict letter of the code; provided, that the spirit of the code shall be observed, public safety secured, and substantial justice done. The particulars of such modification when granted or allowed and the decision of the Fire Chief thereon shall be entered upon the records of the Fire Department and a signed copy shall be furnished the applicant. (Ord. 1895, 1971; Ord. 1116)

8-1-22. Appeals; requirements.
Whenever the Fire Chief shall disapprove an application or refuse to grant a permit applied for, or when it is claimed that the provisions of this Article do not apply or that the true intent and meaning of the Article have been misconstrued or wrongly interpreted, the applicant may appeal from the decision of the Fire Chief to the City Manager. The appeal shall be made in a writing which shall state the decision appealed and the alleged grounds of error, and shall be filed with the City Manager within thirty (30) days after the date of the decision appealed. (Ord. 1895, 1971; Ord. 1116)
8-1-23 to 8-1-26. Reserved.

(c) PARTICULAR HAZARDS

8-1-27. Explosives; blasting agents; manufacture; storage.
The manufacture or storage of explosives or blasting agents within the City is hereby prohibited; provided, this section shall not apply to small arms ammunition or pyrotechnics, or to persons or situations referred to in the Fire Prevention Code. (Ord. 1895, 1971; Ord. 1116)

8-1-28. Same; loose state; lighting.
No person shall sell or in any manner dispose of or handle gunpowder or blasting powder or other explosive of similar nature in the City in a loose state, excepting during daylight or by electric light at night. (Ord. 1895, 1971; Ord. 1116)

8-1-29. Fireworks; sale; discharge; possession for sale; gift; use.
It shall be unlawful for any person, firm, partnership or corporation to sell at retail, possess for sale at retail, give away, use, discharge or cause to be discharged, consumer fireworks, and any other fireworks approved under the provisions of this Article. Consumer fireworks may be sold at retail only between June 25 at 12:01 A.M. and July 4 at 11:59 P.M., and December 29 at 12:01 A.M. and December 31 at 11:59 P.M. each year and may be discharged only between 8:00 A.M. and 10:00 P.M. June 25 through July 3, and 8:00 A.M. through 11:59 P.M. July 4, and between 4:30 P.M. December 31 and 12:30 A.M. January 1. Provided, toy cap pistols and toy caps may be sold, given away, used, discharged or caused to be discharged at any time. Provided, further, fireworks of any description are authorized for purposes of public exhibitions or displays as provided in this Article, and public exhibition or displays under the auspices of any governmental subdivision of the State of Nebraska, and according to Nebraska state law. (Ord. 4037, 2010)

8-1-30. Same; definitions.
The following terms defined in this section shall have the meaning herein provided for purposes of section 8-1-29:

Aerial Shell: A firework fired from a cylinder, such as a mortar, but excluding rockets.

Consumer Fireworks: Any of the following devices that (i) meet the requirements set forth in 16 C.F.R. parts 1500 and 1507, as such regulations existed on January 1, 2010, and (ii) are tested and approved by a nationally recognized testing facility or by the State Fire Marshall:

a. Any small firework device designed to produce visible effects by combustion and which is required to comply with the construction, chemical composition, and labeling regulations of the United States Consumer Product Safety Commission set forth in 16 C.F.R., as such regulations existed on January 1, 2010;

b. Any small device designed to produce audible effects such as a whistling device;

c. Any ground device or firecracker containing fifty milligrams or less of explosive composition; or

d. Any aerial device containing one hundred thirty milligrams or less of explosive composition.

e. Class C explosives as classified by the United States Department of Transportation shall be considered consumer fireworks.
Consumer fireworks does not include:

a. Rockets that are mounted on a stick or wire and project into the air when ignited, with or without report;

b. Wire sparklers, except that silver and gold sparklers are deemed to be consumer fireworks until January 1, 2014;

c. Nighttime parachutes;

d. Fireworks that are shot into the air and after coming to the ground cause automatic ignition due to sufficient temperature;

e. Firecrackers that contain more than fifty milligrams of explosive composition; and

f. Fireworks that have been tested by the State Fire Marshal as a response to complaints and have been deemed to be unsafe.

Rocket: A device consisting of a container containing a combustible substance which is attached to a guiding stick, the whole being projected through the air by pressure exerted by the rearward discharge of gases liberated by combustion (Ord. 4037, 2010)

8-1-31. Same; permissible list; additions to.
Fireworks not specifically listed in section 8-1-29 may be added to the permissible list by the Fire Chief, by regulation, after investigation and a finding by him or her that they are safe for general use. A regulation by the State Fire Marshal adding fireworks to the list of permissible fireworks as authorized by the Nebraska statutes shall constitute prima facie evidence that the fireworks are safe for general use for purposes of this ordinance. (Ord. 1895, 1971; Ord. 1116)

8-1-32. Toy revolvers, blank cartridges; sale.
It shall be unlawful for any person, firm, partnership, or corporation to use, sell, offer for sale, or keep for sale any toy revolvers for shooting blank cartridges, or blank cartridges for toy revolvers. Provided, blank cartridges may be sold or used for ceremonial purposes, athletic or sporting events. (Ord. 1895, 1971; Ord. 1116)

8-1-33. Fireworks; toy revolvers; blank cartridges, possession.
It shall be unlawful for any person, firm, partnership or corporation to have in his, her, or its possession any fireworks, toy revolvers or blank cartridges that are prohibited from being sold, used, or discharged by sections 8-1-29, 8-1-32 or 8-1-34 of this Article. If any person shall have in his or her possession any such fireworks, toy revolvers, or blank cartridges, a warrant may be issued for the seizure of such fireworks, toy revolvers or blank cartridges, a warrant may be issued for the seizure of such fireworks, toy revolvers and blank cartridges, and, when seized, shall be safely kept by the magistrate to be used as evidence. Upon conviction of the person, firm, partnership or corporation charged with the offense, the fireworks, toy revolvers and blank cartridges shall be destroyed but if the person, firm, partnership or corporation charged with the offense shall be found not guilty, or the charges dismissed, the fireworks, toy revolvers and blank cartridges shall be returned to the person, firm, partnership or corporation in whose possession they were found. (Ord. 3621, 1999)

8-1-34. Fireworks; explosives; throwing.
It shall be unlawful for any person to throw any firecracker, or any object which explodes upon contact with another object, from or into a motor vehicle; on to any street, highway, or sidewalk; at
or near any person; into any building; or into or at any group of persons. (Ord. 1895, 1971; Ord. 1116)

8-1-35. Fireworks; exhibitions; display; permit. Any person, firm, partnership or corporation, before giving any public exhibition or display of fireworks, shall, not less than fifteen (15) days prior to the date when the exhibition or display is to be given, apply to the Fire Chief for a permit to give such exhibition or display, and, upon request, furnish to the Fire Chief a sample of the fireworks to be exhibited or displayed. The Fire Chief, upon being satisfied by investigation or otherwise that reasonable safety standards are to be observed at the proposed exhibition or display, shall grant such application. (Ord. 2270, 1977; Ord. 1116)

8-1-36. Same; sale; samples. Any person, firm, partnership or corporation proposing to sell fireworks within the City shall, upon a request made by the Fire Chief, furnish to the Fire Chief not less than fifteen (15) days before fireworks may lawfully be sold within the City, a sample of any or all fireworks to be sold. (Ord. 2270, 1977; Ord. 1116)

8-1-37. Flammable liquids, liquefied petroleum gases; ammonia; aboveground storage. The bulk storage of flammable or combustible liquids, liquefied petroleum gases or anhydrous ammonia in outside aboveground tanks, and the use of bulk plants for such liquids, gases or ammonia shall be unlawful, unless the Development Services Director or the city employee designated by the Development Services Director shall have granted a special permit for the storage of such substances in outside above ground tanks. Prior to issuance of a permit, a drawing showing the location of the proposed storage tank and pipe in relation to existing buildings along with a description of the method of installation shall be submitted for approval by the Development Services Director or the city employee designated by the Development Services Director. The applicant shall pay the fee provided in Chapter 6, Article 6. (Ord. 3614, 1999)

8-1-38. Same; zoning districts. No storage of volatile or flammable liquids in excess of six (6) gallons shall be allowed in R-1, R-2, or R-3 Zoning Districts as defined in Chapter 25 of this Code; except that garages, filling stations and establishments existing in R-1, R-2, or R-3 Zoning Districts on February 25, 1957, shall be allowed to continue the sale and use of these liquids if they otherwise comply with the requirements of this Article. (Ord. 3614, 1999)

8-1-39. Same; railroad tank case. Railroad tank cars containing flammable or combustible liquids, liquefied petroleum gases, or anhydrous ammonia shall not be parked or allowed to stand within the City longer than a period of time reasonably necessary, and utilized for switching operations or for the loading or unloading of such tank cars. (Ord. 1895, 1971; Ord. 1116)

8-1-40. Flammable liquids; tank motor vehicles; discharging. No tank motor vehicle shall be parked or left standing unattended on a public street while flammable or combustible liquids are being discharged therefrom. All provisions of the Fire Prevention Code
shall be adhered to while discharging flammable or combustible liquors from a tank motor vehicle.
(Ord. 1895, 1971; Ord. 1116)

8-1-41. Crankcase draining; storage.
Crankcase draining may be stored within the fire limits only in such tanks or in closed steel drums or barrels. Storage in steel drums or barrels shall not exceed, in the aggregate, two hundred (200) gallons on any one premises. Storage of crankcase draining shall in all other respects conform to the requirements for storage of Class III liquids which are prescribed by the Fire Prevention Code. (Ord. 2289, 1977; Ord. 1116)

8-1-42. Same; flammable, combustible liquids; dumping.
No crankcase draining or flammable or combustible liquids shall be dumped on any lot, tract of land, street or alley. (Ord. 2289, 1977; Ord. 1116)

8-1-43. Chimneys; flues; fireplaces; maintenance.
All chimneys, flues and fireplaces shall be kept clean and free from accumulation of soot, ashes and cinders, and shall be kept in good repair. (Ord. 1895, 1971; Ord. 1116)

8-1-44. Stoves; fireplaces; furnaces; location; shielding.
All stoves, ranges, fireplaces, ovens and furnaces within any building shall be so placed and protected by sufficient and durable shields that fire or heat therefrom may not ignite any wall, floor or ceiling of the building; nor of the furniture or fixtures therein. (Ord. 1895, 1971; Ord. 1116)

8-1-45. Homemade stoves; restrictions.
No homemade oil-burning stoves or devices that burn crankcase draining shall be used. (Ord. 1895, 1971; Ord. 1116)

8-1-46. Burning; restrictions.
It shall be unlawful for any person, firm or corporation to burn any material, substance, article, trash, rubbish or waste on any lot, tract of land, street or alley, except as otherwise provided in this section. This section shall not be construed to prohibit:

1. burning done in a furnace or fireplace solely for the purpose of heating the building in which the furnace or fireplace is situated, or burning done in a space heater, water heater or cooking stove, if the furnace, fireplace, space heater, water heater or cooking stove is so constructed that the smoke and fumes are vented into a masonry or metal flue of a type which complies with all provisions of the Municipal Code;

2. burning done in a furnace, stove or incinerator incidental to a business, commercial or industrial process, or for the purpose of disposing of business, commercial or industrial waste, if the furnace, stove or incinerator is installed according to the Fire Prevention Code. It shall be the responsibility of the owner of said furnace, stove or incinerator to comply with all state and federal standards applicable to said furnace, stove or incinerator;

3. burning done by the Fire Department or Volunteer Fire Department in the course of the training of members of such departments, or

4. burning of weeds, brush, grass, or debris or caused to be done, by the owner or occupant of premises pursuant to a permit issued by the Fire Chief upon a written application of such
person, if the Fire Chief shall in writing determine that the applicant has shown that removal of the
growth or accumulated debris cannot reasonably be accomplished by other means, that the safety of
all persons and property will be assured. No such permit shall be required for burning irrigation and
drainage canals or ditches. The preceding sentence shall not be construed to exempt any person or
other entity doing such burning from obtaining the necessary permits required by the statutes of
Nebraska. Provided, furnaces, stoves or incinerators in which the burning of rubbish or other readily
combustible solid waste material is otherwise permissible hereunder shall not be used for such
purposes unless such furnace, stove or incinerator meets the requirement of the Fire Prevention
Code. It shall be the responsibility of the owner of said furnace stove or incinerator to make sure that
the device meets or exceeds all laws of the State of Nebraska or the United States of America
applicable to such device. (Ord. 2724, 1982)

8-1-47. Gasoline, hydrocarbons; pools, pouring, leaks.
It shall be unlawful for any person:

(1) to cause or permit to be present on, above or below the surface of the ground of any
premises within the City owned, leased or otherwise controlled by such person any pool gasoline or
other hydrocarbons, or

(2) to cause or permit any gasoline or other hydrocarbons to be poured, dumped or leaked
onto or into the ground. Each day such a violation continues shall constitute a separate offense. Any
pool of gasoline or other hydrocarbons, the pouring or dumping of gasoline or other hydrocarbons,
and any tank or other container from which gasoline or other hydrocarbons leak (whether on, above
or below the surface of the ground) shall constitute a nuisance. (Ord. 2306, 1977; Ord. 1116)


8-1-49. Repealed.

8-1-50. Repealed.

8-1-51. Same; hearing; notice.
The Building and Fire Codes Exceptions Board shall by rule provide for the giving of notice of
hearings on such applications in a manner which shall be reasonable, as determined by the Board,
and such notice shall be given in accordance with such rule; provided, interested parties may in
writing waive notice as to themselves. (Ord. 2776, 1982)

8-1-52. Same; special exception; expiration.
The granting of a permit under section 8-1-37 shall not dispense with compliance with requirements
concerning building permits and certificates of occupancy, and a granted special exception shall
expire unless the required building permit and certificate of occupancy, if required, are not issued
within six (6) months after the special exception is granted. (Ord. 3614, 1999)

8-1-53. Same; building permit; certificate of occupancy.
No building permit or certificate of occupancy in respect of storage or bulk plant for which a permit
is required by section 8-1-37 may be issued while an application for a permit is pending before the
Development Services Director, or in the event Development Services Director denies the appli-
cation, unless the decision of the Development Services Director is reversed by the Board of Adjustment of a court. (Ord. 3614, 1999)

8-1-54 to 8-1-57. Reserved.

(d) VIOLATIONS; PENALTY

8-1-58. Violations; penalty.
A violation of any provision of this Article, or the failure to comply with any order or regulation made thereunder, or building in violation of a detailed statement or plan submitted and approved thereunder or of a permit issued thereunder, is a Class II violation. The imposition of a penalty for a violation of this Article shall not excuse the violation or permit it to continue, and each day that such violation is permitted to exist shall constitute a separate offense. Application of the above penalty or penalties shall not prevent the enforced removal of prohibited conditions or enforced termination of prohibited activities.

ARTICLE 2

EMERGENCY SERVICES

Section
8-2-1 Emergency services; attendance; duty.
8-2-2 Fire Chief; command; members; subject to.
8-2-3 Aid; summon; power; violation.
8-2-4 Electric wires; current; disconnect; power to.
8-2-5 Contents of building; destruction; prevention; firefighter; duty.
8-2-6 Personal property on premises; removal.
8-2-7 Maintenance of order; Fire Chief; power.
8-2-8 Disorderly conduct; violation.
8-2-9 Interference with firefighter; injury to equipment; prohibited.
8-2-10 Motor vehicles; operation; restrictions.
8-2-11 Premises; after fire; watch, guard; duty.
8-2-12 Supervisory officer; powers; duties.
8-2-13 Fires; investigation; report; Fire Chief; duty.
8-2-14 Same; record keeping.
8-2-15 Violations; penalty.

8-2-1. Emergency services; attendance; duty.
It shall be the duty of the Fire Department of the City to respond promptly to all emergencies which require fire department intervention or assistance, and to remain on the scene until the incident has been mitigated or until the proper agency has relieved members of the Fire Department. (Ord. 2490,
8-2-2. Fire Chief; command; members; subject to.
The members of the Fire Department, including both paid and volunteer, shall be under the
command and control of the Fire Chief at all incidents or emergencies which require Fire
Department intervention or assistance and it shall be the duty of each and all members to obey his
or her orders and follow his or her directions. (Ord. 2490, 1979; Ord. 1116)

8-2-3. Aid; summon; power; violation.
Upon the alarm of emergency, the Fire Chief, the City Manager or any police officer of the City is
hereby empowered to call for and require the aid of any motor vehicle or of any person in drawing
any fire engine, fire apparatus or other equipment to or from the fire. It shall be unlawful for any
person to wilfully fail, refuse or neglect to render such assistance. (Ord. 2490, 1979; Ord. 1116)

8-2-4. Electric wires; current; disconnect; power to.
The Fire Chief, or person in charge at the time of an emergency, or the Electrical Inspector, or either
of them, shall have the authority to cut, disconnect or cause the removal of any wire, or the turning
off of all electrical currents, where the electrical currents interfere with the operations of the Fire
Department during the course of an emergency. (Ord. 1116)

8-2-5. Contents of building; destruction; prevention; firefighter duty.
It shall be the duty of each member of the fire company to prevent as far as within his or her power,
the unnecessary destruction of the contents of any building on fire. (Ord. 1116)

8-2-6. Personal property on premises; removal.
It shall be unlawful for any member or members of the Fire Department, or any other person, to take,
remove or carry away without the consent of the owner, any article of value of any nature from the
premises of a fire, other than to remove such article a safe distance from the fire to prevent its
burning, or for the purpose of investigating the origin of the fire. (Ord. 1116)

8-2-7. Maintenance of order; Fire Chief; power.
It shall be the duty of the Fire Chief of the City to preserve and maintain order at all emergencies.
For such purpose, he or she is hereby empowered and given all power and authority of a police
officer of the City, and may call to his or her aid in the performance of his or her duty and any and
all inhabitants, citizens or bystanders to assist him or her in maintaining order thereat.

8-2-8. Disorderly conduct; violation.
No person shall indulge or engage in any disorderly conduct at any fire within the City. (Ord. 1116)

8-2-9. Interference with firefighter; injury to equipment; prohibited.
No person shall willfully offer any hindrance to, or interfere with, any firefighter in the performance
of his or her duty at an emergency or while going to a emergency, or in any manner willfully injure
any fire engine, apparatus or other equipment for mitigating an emergency. (Ord. 2827, 1983)
8-2-10. Motor vehicles; operation; restrictions.
No person without the consent of the Fire Chief shall drive any vehicle over any unprotected hose of the Fire Department within the City. No vehicle, except by specific direction of the Fire Chief, shall follow, approach or park closer than five hundred (500) feet to a fire or fire apparatus. Provided, the provisions of this section shall not apply either to vehicles carrying doctors or members of the Fire Department, or to drivers of ambulances or other authorized emergency vehicles when an emergency requires abrogation of the fire traffic rules mentioned herein. (Ord. 2490, 1979; Ord. 1116)

8-2-11. Premises; after fire; watch, guard; duty.
It shall be the duty of the Fire Chief, after the engines are withdrawn and the firefighter dismissed from any fire within the City, to have and keep charge of the premises until the probable danger of smoulder fire is past and a reasonable time is had for investigation of the cause of the fire. During this time, he or she shall cause strict watch to be kept over and guard the premises where such fire shall have occurred. (Ord. 2490, 1979; Ord. 1116)

8-2-12. Supervisory officer; powers; duties.
In the absence of the Fire Chief, the supervisory officer of the Fire Department who is in charge shall exercise the powers and duties of the Chief. (Ord. 2490, 1979; Ord. 1116)

8-2-13. Fires; investigation; report; Fire Chief; duty.
It shall be the duty of the Fire Chief or other individual city employee as the City Manager shall designate to investigate and determine to the best of his or her ability the cause of each and every fire within the City, and to make report thereof which report shall be kept on file in the office of the Fire Chief. (Ord. 1116)

8-2-14. Same; recordkeeping.
The Fire Chief shall keep in the office of the Fire Department, a record of all fires and of all the facts concerning the same, including statistics as to the extent of such fires and the damage caused thereby, and whether such losses were covered by insurance and if so, in what amount. Such record shall be made daily from the reports made by the fire department officers and inspectors. All such records shall be public. (Ord. 1895, 1971; prior code §8-212.01)

8-2-15. Violations; penalty.
A violation of any provision of this Article is a Class II violation.
ARTICLE 3
FIRE ALARMS

(a) DEFINITIONS

Section
8-3-1  Definitions; generally.
8-3-2  Alarm, false.
8-3-3  Alarm, fire.
8-3-4  Alarm system.
8-3-5  Consolidated Communications Center.
8-3-6  Director.
8-3-7  Owner; lessee.
8-3-8  Public safety personnel.
8-3-9  Vendor.

(b) REGULATIONS

8-3-10  Alarm system; regulation; general.
8-3-11  Automatic dialing, calling devices; interconnection.
8-3-12  Same; recorded messages.
8-3-13  Alarm system; permit; required.
8-3-14  Same; application.
8-3-15  Same; fees.
8-3-16  Same; investigation; permit; issuance.
8-3-17  Same; permit; renewal.
8-3-18  Alarm systems; inspection.
8-3-19  Vendors; duties.
8-3-20  Permit holder; installation; maintenance.
8-3-21  Same; training.
8-3-22  Same; change in circumstances.
8-3-23  Alarm; notification of owner or lessee; response by owner or lessee.
8-3-24  Alarm system; use; general.
8-3-25  False alarm; prohibited.
8-3-26  Same; presumption.
8-3-27  Violations; penalty.

(a) DEFINITIONS

8-3-1. Definitions; generally.
The terms defined in subsequent sections of this Article which shall have the meaning, when used in this Article, that is given to the terms in the following sections. (Ord. 2827, 1983)
8-3-2. Alarm, false.
“False alarm” means any signal created by an alarm system (including but not limited to alarm signals initiated by human error) which directly or indirectly notifies public safety personnel of the City of the occurrence of a fire, life hazard or medical emergency, or a burglary, robbery or other criminal offense, when either of the following circumstances is present:

1. no such emergency or hazard has occurred or, as the case may be, is occurring, or
2. public safety personnel or emergency medical personnel are not needed to respond to such emergency or hazard.

Provided, false alarm shall not include, a signal activated by fire, lightning, tornado winds, flooding or earthquake, or by telephone or power line malfunction verified in writing by the telephone company or power district within seven (7) days after the alarm. (Ord. 2827, 1983)

8-3-3. Alarm, fire.
“Fire alarm” means any communication, or attempted communication, whether in person or by a mechanical, electrical or electronic device, that is intended or is designed to elicit a prompt response by the Fire Department of the City. (Ord. 2827, 1983)

8-3-4. Alarm system.
“Alarm system” means any mechanical, electrical or electronic device that is arranged, designed, or used to signal the occurrence in the City of a fire, life hazard or medical emergency. Alarm systems include, but are not limited to, those by which public safety personnel of the City are notified directly of such signals by automatic recording devices, or are notified indirectly by way of third persons who monitor the alarm systems and who report such signals to public safety personnel. Alarm systems also include those designed to register a signal which is so audible, visible, or in other ways perceptible outside a protected building, structure, or facility as to notify persons in the neighborhood beyond the lot where the signal is located, who may in turn notify public safety personnel of the City of the signal. Alarm systems do not include those affixed to automobiles, or auxiliary devices installed by telephone companies to protect telephone equipment, or systems which might be damaged or disrupted by the use of an alarm system. (Ord. 2827, 1983)

8-3-5. Consolidated Communications Center.
“Consolidated Communications Center” means that Department of the County of Scotts Bluff established by an interlocal cooperation agreement between the City of Scottsbluff, the City of Gering, and the County of Scotts Bluff dated October 1, 1990, and any subsequent amendments thereto.

8-3-6. Director.
“Director” means the Director of the Consolidated Communications Center.

8-3-7. Owner; lessee.
“Owner” or “lessee” means any person, firm, corporation, partnership, or entity who or which purchases, leases, contracts for or obtains an alarm system. (Ord. 2827, 1983)

8-3-8. Public safety personnel.
“Public safety personnel” means the officers and other members of the Fire Department and Police
8-3-9. Vendor.
“Vendor” means any person, firm, corporation, partnership, or entity associated with an alarm business or company, either indirectly or directly, whose duties include but are not necessarily limited to, any of the following: selling, replacing, moving, repairing, maintaining, or installing an alarm system on or in any structure, building, or facility. (Ord. 2827, 1983)

(b) REGULATIONS

8-3-10. Alarm system; regulation; general.
No alarm system shall be installed, maintained or used in violation of any of the requirements of this Article, or of any applicable statute, law or administrative regulation of the United States of America or the State of Nebraska. Provided, every alarm system existing on the effective date of this Article shall be made to comply with the requirements of this Article, including a permit, within ninety (90) days after such date. (Ord. 2827, 1983)

8-3-11. Automatic dialing, calling devices; interconnection.
Persons owning or leasing an automatic dialing or calling device situated on premises within the City, upon obtaining a permit therefor as provided in this Article, may, if authorized as provided in this Article, have the device interconnected to a telephone line transmitting directly to:

(1) a privately-owned central alarm panel or station,
(2) an answering service, or
(3) the Consolidated Communications Center.

An automatic dialing device also may be interconnected to one or more telephone numbers available to the owner or lessee.

No automatic dialing or calling device shall be interconnected to any emergency telephone trunkline terminating in the Consolidated Communications Center except as authorized in this Article, and no such device shall be connected to any telephone line of other offices or departments of the City except such telephone line or lines as may be designated by the City Manager for the specific purpose of receiving signals from alarm systems, pursuant to authority which may be vested in the City Manager. (Ord. 2827, 1983)

8-3-12. Same; recorded messages.
Alarm systems that automatically dial or call a telephone line that has been designated by the City as provided in this Article shall comply with the following requirements:

(1) the total length of the recorded message being transmitted to the Consolidated Communications Center (including repetition of message) shall not exceed thirty (30) seconds' duration;
(2) the recorded message transmitted shall be repeated not less than two (2) nor more than three (3) times;
(3) the recorded message being transmitted shall incorporate language specifically identifying the message as a “recording,” with the balance of the message identifying by street number and name the location of the emergency and the nature of the event which caused the alarm system to activate. If the location of the event signaled by the alarm system is in a multifamily
building or a multi-unit office or commercial building, the message shall also identify by number and floor the particular dwelling unit, office unit or commercial unit in which the event occurred or is occurring; and

(4) the recorded message being transmitted shall be appropriate for the purpose for which the alarm system was installed, and the message in its entirety shall be intelligible and spoken in the English language. (Ord. 2827, 1983)

8-3-13. Alarm system; permit; required.
It shall be unlawful for any person to maintain, interconnect with or use any alarm system within the City without a current valid permit therefor as provided in this Article. (Ord. 2827, 1983)

8-3-14. Same; application.
Each application for an alarm system permit shall be made on a form prescribed by the Director, and shall contain the following information:

(1) the name, address and telephone number of the owner or lessee, who shall be an adult occupant of the protected premises;
(2) the type of premises (home, office, other), and any business name by which the premises are known;
(3) the address of the protected premises, including, if the premises are in a multiple unit residential, commercial or industrial structure or complex, any name by which the structure or complex is commonly known;
(4) the names, addresses and telephone numbers, including home phone numbers, of all agents having authority or responsibility with respect to the structure or complex;
(5) if the alarm system component consists of automatic dialers, the number and type thereof, the location of all remote annunciators, and the names and telephone numbers of all persons or businesses which are or may be preselected for automatic dialer contact;
(6) the name, address and telephone number of the person with whom the owner or lessee has contracted for maintenance of the alarm system;
(7) the names, addresses and telephone numbers of those persons (not less than two) who can be contacted by the Consolidated Communications Center 24 hours a day and seven days a week to turn off or deactivate the alarm system; and
(8) a statement that the owner or lessee, in consideration of the issuance of the requested permit, has read and agrees to be bound by the terms of this Article. (Ord. 2827, 1983)

8-3-15. Same; fees.
If an alarm system component is to be connected to an alarm panel in the Consolidated Communications Center:

(1) the application for an alarm system permit shall be accompanied by a connection fee in the amount provided in Chapter 6, Article 6, and
(2) the owner or lessee shall pay annually, in addition, a maintenance and monitoring fee in the provided in Chapter 6, Article 6. The latter fee shall be payable, in the first instance, with the application, but no connection fee shall be payable by owners or lessees of an alarm system component which is connected to the alarm panel at the time of enactment of this Article.

If the alarm component is an automatic dialer to be interconnected to a telephone in the Consolidated Communications Center, or is a system which provides for a third party relay of calls
to such a telephone, the owner or lessee shall pay to the Consolidated Communications Center annually a monitoring fee in the amount provided in Chapter 6, Article 6, and a fee in such amount shall be paid, in the first instance, with the application for a permit.

If a permit shall be issued, fees which accompanied the application shall be retained; otherwise, they shall be refunded.

This section shall not apply to alarm system components owned or leased by the City or other public law enforcement officials or departments. (Ord. 2827, 1983)

8-3-16. Same; investigation: permit; issuance.
Upon receipt of the permit application and fee, if any, the Fire Chief shall cause to be made such investigation as he or she deems necessary. If it appears to the Chief that the proposed system will comply with the provisions of this Article, he or she shall cause the Director to issue to the applicant a permit bearing an identifying number, specifying the alarm system for which it is issued, and setting forth the expiration date of the permit. Provided, a permit to interconnect a component of an alarm system situated outside the corporate limits of the City with an alarm panel or telephone(s) of the City shall not issue unless the Fire Chief shall find in writing that such connection will not overburden the Department's alarm system during the period of the permit. (Ord. 2827, 1983)

8-3-17. Same; permit; renewal.
Alarm systems permits shall not be extendable or renewable as a matter of right beyond the period for which a maintenance or monitoring fee has been paid as provided in this Article. (Ord. 2827, 1983)

8-3-18. Alarm systems; inspection.
The Fire Chief may inspect, or cause to be inspected, any alarm system for which a permit is required or for which a permit has been issued, for the purpose of ascertaining that information furnished by the application or permittee is correct, and that a system for which a permit has been issued is being maintained in conformance with the requirements of this Article. (Ord. 2827, 1983)

8-3-19. Vendors; duties.
Any vendor installing or maintaining an alarm system shall cause such installation or maintenance to conform to the requirements of this Municipal Code and to the Fire Prevention Code. (Ord. 2827, 1983)

8-3-20. Permit holder; installation; maintenance.
The holder of an alarm system permit shall, at all times, be responsible for the proper installation, maintenance and repair of the system, including, but not limited to, design features, method of installation, the repair or replacement of any component, or any condition which may give rise to a false alarm. (Ord. 2827, 1983)

8-3-21. Same; training.
The holder of an alarm system permit shall be responsible for training and re-training all employees, family members and other persons who may make regular use of the protected premises and who may, in the normal course of their activities, be in a position to accidentally trigger a sensor. Such training shall include procedures and practices to avoid accidental alarms, and steps to follow in the
event the system is accidentally triggered. (Ord. 2827, 1983)

8-3-22. Same; change in circumstances.
Within the ten (10) days following any change of circumstances which render obsolete any of the information submitted on an application for an alarm systems permit, the holder of the permit shall file an amendment to his or her application setting forth the currently accurate information. No additional fee shall be required, unless the change is of such character that the permit is no longer applicable to the alarm system for which the permit was issued. (Ord. 2827, 1983)

8-3-23. Alarm; notification of owner or lessee; response by owner or lessee.
Upon receiving an emergency alarm signal, the Fire Chief shall promptly cause the owner or lessee, or his or her authorized representative, to be notified thereof by telephone, if reasonably possible, and the owner or lessee or his or her authorized representative, shall immediately come to the premises in person. (Ord. 2827, 1983)

8-3-24. Alarm system; use; general.
No alarm system shall be activated or used except for the purpose of summoning Fire Department personnel for emergency or life hazard situations. The foregoing sentence shall not be construed to prevent the testing of said alarm system by qualified personnel as provided in the Fire Prevention Code and statutes of the State of Nebraska. (Ord. 2827, 1983)

8-3-25. False alarm; prohibited.
It shall be unlawful for any person to make, or cause to be made, a fire alarm known, or which in the exercise of reasonable care should be known, to be false. (Ord. 2827, 1983)

8-3-26. Same; presumption.
If fire units, responding to an alarm and checking the premises according to standard operating procedure, do not discover any evidence of a fire, or immediately recent fire, there shall be a rebuttable presumption that the alarm was false. (Ord. 2827, 1983)

8-3-27. Violations; penalty.
A violation of any provision of this Article, or the failure to comply with any written notice served as provided in this Article, is a Class II violation. Each day a violation continues shall constitute a separate offense. (Ord. 2827, 1983)